1970 ltd

Introduced as the highest trim level of the full-size Ford model range, the LTD introduced
options and features normally reserved for more luxurious Lincoln and Mercury models. At
various times throughout its production, the LTD range included two- and four-door pillared and
hardtop sedans, a two-door convertible, and the Country Squire five-door woodgrain station
wagon. The mid-size LTD was replaced by the Ford Taurus , as Ford continued its shift towards
front-wheel drive vehicles. The LTD designation has been speculated by some to be an
abbreviation of "Luxury Trim Decor" and by others as a "Limited" trim designation for the
Galaxie. There is evidence in early s Australian LTD sales brochures, that "Lincoln Type
Design" was adapted by Ford's Australian marketing, as the meaning of the LTD nameplate to
play up Lincoln-like exclusitivity and design influence of its Falcon-based LTD luxury car, since
actual Lincoln models were not sold in that country. For the model year, Ford introduced an
all-new design for its full-size model range. To further expand its flagship Galaxie series, the
LTD was introduced. Sharing top billing within the Galaxie series with the performance XL, the
LTD was designed as a luxury-oriented vehicle, offering many features of more expensive
vehicles under the lower price of the Ford nameplate. In line with Cadillac and Imperial and its
own Lincoln-Mercury offerings , the LTD offered features and options such as power windows,
power driver's seat, power brakes, power steering, air conditioning, and a full or half- vinyl top
called a landau or brougham interchangeably by the same manufacturers. The launch of the
LTD would lead to several responses from other American manufacturers. For , the Galaxie
name was dropped from the LTD, making it a nameplate in its own right. Along with the rest of
the Galaxie line, the LTD received a minor exterior revision, including a split grille. Front disc
brakes became an option. For , the LTD underwent several changes, with a four-door pillared
sedan joining the model range. While the roofline of the four-door hardtop saw minor styling
revisions, the two-door hardtop saw extensive changes, giving it a formal profile. For the first
time, the LTD was produced with a direct Lincoln-Mercury counterpart, as Mercury introduced
the Marquis two-door hardtop. Serving largely as a preview of the upcoming major redesign, the
LTD adopted several minor revisions of its own. For the first time, the LTD badge was added to
the wood-trimmed Country Squire station wagon [7] as part of the distinct Ford station wagon
series, it did not fully adopt the LTD name until While the two-door hardtop saw slight changes
to its roofline, four-door hardtops were restyled to more closely match their two-door
counterparts, with the rear doors receiving more curves to their greenhouse design. The
vertically-stacked headlamps introduced in were replaced by a hidden headlamps ; shared with
Lincoln-Mercury, the configuration would be a design feature denoting the top-trim LTD for the
next decade. The hidden-headlamp system was operated by engine vacuum; if the system were
to fail, the headlamp doors retracted up to ensure the headlamps were visible. The model year
also saw further changes to comply with safety regulations. Along with the addition of side
marker lights and reflectors, the parking lights illuminated with the headlights; front outboard
shoulder belts were fitted to cars built effective January 1, The padded steering wheel was
replaced, following the addition of an energy-absorbing steering column. A limousine version of
the car was also considered, with the extra length at the C-pillar and the rear doors. At least one
example was built by Lehmann-Peterson. This car does not appear to have a B-pillar or a
division window. For the model year, the LTD was given a major redesign. Based on a largely
carryover chassis, the wheelbase of all full-size Ford sedans now stretched to inches. An
all-new body features a split grille with a horizontal center divider shared with XLs and Country
Squires. These were produced with bucket seats and center consoles; the console was similar
to the console in the XLs and Mercury Marauders of â€”, with a "stirrup" style shift handle. The
Police Interceptor motor was rated at Net horsepower and capable of times in the 8 second
range. Quarter mile times in the upper 15 second bracket, and top speeds in excess of Mph.
Approximately 7,, full-size Fords and Mercurys were sold over the â€” period. For the first time
since the s, the full-size Ford line was powered exclusively by V8 engines. The base engine was
the cid V8. When Ford updated its mid-size product line for , they took on the LTD name as well.
To differentiate them from the full-size product lineup, the mid-size cars were called the LTD II in
an attempt to appeal to buyers as a downsized alternative to the full-sized LTD which had
competition from GM's newly downsized full-sized cars. In Canada, the Custom nameplate
continued on for the last time, serving as the base model through the model year. In
comparison to its predecessor, the LTD shed approximately 15 inches of body length and 7
inches of wheelbase; dependent on powertrain the Panther chassis shed over pounds in curb
weight. Adopting the sharp-edged styling of the smaller Ford Fairmont , the LTD would shed its
optional hidden headlamps, with all versions adopting exposed rectangular headlights besides
a much wider grille. Base-trim examples were fitted with dual headlamps and clear parking lamp
lenses; higher-trim versions used quad headlamps with amber lenses. Intended largely for fleet
sales, the LTD S was sold as both a sedan and a station wagon without wood trim. A 4-speed

overdrive automatic transmission became an option for the 5. For , alongside the addition of the
4. The vents in the front bumpers were removed shifting the license plate mount under the left
headlamp and the sideview mirrors were repositioned leading to the return of vent windows as
an option. The 5. Introduced as an option with the 5. From to , Ford underwent a major revision
of its full-size and mid-size product lines, involving all three of its divisions. In line with Ford,
the Mercury Marquis and Grand Marquis were also split into distinct product lines; replacing the
Cougar sedan and wagon , the Marquis became the counterpart of the repackaged LTD.
Shedding nearly 13 inches of length, 9 inches of wheelbase, 7 inches of width, and over pounds
of curb weight dependent on powertrain , [18] [19] the LTD underwent nearly the same reduction
in size as its predecessor, although the downsizing was the result of re-marketing a
stronger-selling nameplate for a slow-selling model line. Ultimately, the LTD became the
third-best selling automobile in the U. Sharing the mid-size version of the Fox platform with its
Granada predecessor, the fourth-generation LTD has a In contrast to both the Granada and the
full-size LTD, the fourth-generation LTD was sold as a four-door sedan and a five-door station
wagon no two-door versions were offered. For its launch, the LTD retained two engines from the
Granada: a 2. A rare option, seen only in â€”, was an LPG propane -powered version of the
four-cylinder engine; it was largely discontinued due to poor sales and lack of propane fueling
infrastructure. For the first time since , the LTD was offered with a manual transmission; a
three-speed automatic was optional on the 2. For the model year, the LTD underwent a minor
model revision. Along with minor changes to the taillamps, the LTD received a new grille,
distinguished by a centered Ford Blue Oval emblem. It came standard with the high output 5.
The center console and floor-mounted shifter re-appeared, having last been available in the
full-size model year. Police Package editions were also produced alongside the LX. Notable for
its bigger sway bars and brakes, it also included bench seats with an automatic trunk opener
located underneath the steering wheel. They were a factory option and most were equipped with
light bars and police accessories, although some came without. Mercury's sister car to the LX,
the Marquis LTS, was available only in Canada and only in the model year, with only produced
that year. As the s progressed, the use of front-wheel drive expanded out of the compact
segment towards the mid-size segment. Following the success of the Chrysler K-Cars and the
General Motors A-body sedans along with the introduction of Honda Accord sedan and Toyota
Camry , Ford was one of the last major manufacturers to introduce a mid-size front-wheel drive
model line. For , Ford introduced the Ford Taurus and Mercury Sable ; originally developed as
the replacements for the Panther-platform model lines, the mid-size Taurus and Sable would
replace the LTD and Marquis product lines. Along with the transition to front-wheel drive, the
exterior of the Taurus was designed to optimize fuel efficiency, replacing the boxy LTD with one
of the most aerodynamic sedans in the world. For the model year, Ford marketed the LTD
alongside its replacement, transitioning potential buyers into the massive model change. An
upper version called Landau was assembled locally as well. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Model range of automobiles. This article is about the domestic U. For the
Australian-built vehicle of the same name, see Ford Fairlane Australia. Motor vehicle. All LTDs
got a new Federally-mandated locking steering column and wheel, with the ignition switch
located on the right side of the column. In the rear, the long-running Ford styling tradition ended
as the twin round or square "jet exhaust" taillights were replaced by horizontal taillights on all
full-size Fords. In front, the LTD lost its hidden headlamps to Lincoln-Mercury, but got a new
front end treatment with a tall center grille section and "LTD" spelled out in block letters on the
hood. A new rear bumper integrated the taillights; also in the rear, the design of the trunklid was
squared off. Due to decreased demand in the segment, was the final model year for the LTD
convertible. The requirements for 5-mph front bumpers had taken effect, with larger rear
bumpers to be added in While the redesign slightly decreased the weight of the LTD, it still was
far in excess of two tons, making agility and fuel economy both key weak points. The new
styling was bulkier, making the car look significantly larger and heavier than previous models.
Four-door models sharing rooflines with Mercury were given thin B-pillars for roof
reinforcement and branded as "pillared hardtops" frameless door glass remained on all Ford
LTD models. Mostly carryover from the model year. Mid-year, a non-woodgrain LTD wagon
became available. A new Federal law required seat belts to be buckled before the starter would
operate; public protests prompted the government to relax this requirement. The engine was
replaced by the V8 sourced from Lincoln-Mercury for A catalytic converter now required the use
of unleaded fuel, and the gas gauge and fuel filler sported warnings to this effect. Retrieved 15
January Retrieved Archived from the original on A concise guide to the Ford and Mercury
full-size automobile production â€” Belvedere Publishing, Archived from the original on â€” via
Standard Catalog of American Cars â€” Krause Publications. Ward's Automotive Yearbook
Ward's Communications. Ford vehicles. Ford Motor Company. E-Series Cutaway F F Category
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Mercury Marquis Ford Galaxie. Ford Granada â€” LTD II. Custom Super Deluxe. Custom Deluxe.
Galaxie Mainliner. Fairlane Galaxie Galaxie XL. Galaxie LTD. Station wagon. Del Rio. Ranch
Wagon. Country Sedan. Country Squire. Personal luxury. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown Victoria.
Sport compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus ST. Focus RS. Sports car. Today's Down On The
Street car could be looked at two different ways. You could see it as a beat-up heap, suitable for
nothing but lowering property values and no doubt owned by the evil silhouetted guy on the
Neighborhood Watch signs, or you could look at it the way you'd look at a once-glorious
mansion now fallen on hard times. I'm pretty sure you know where we stand on that question.
Well, maybe "mansion" is a stretch, but this is a big two-door hardtop , a reminder of a time
when a great big Ford could be considered somewhat sporty. As we all know, was the pinnacle
of engine output prior to the Malaise Era decline. The standard engine for the '70 LTD was the
horse 2-barrel Cleveland. However, the kind of man who would want to roll in a two-door
hardtop shouldn't be expected to settle for the base engine. Oh no, he'd want something with
more sap. But hey, why not spring for the horse ? Only bucks! However, were we to jump in the
Jalopnik Time Machine and head down to the local Ford dealership, we'd pay whatever it took to
have a Boss , with a U-joint-snapping and probably underrated horsepower, factory-installed in
our LTD. The big Ford for '70 in four-door form and probably with the Custom nameplate was a
favorite among police departments back in the day. Look at that taillight- you can tell this car
means business. This LTD, which parks down on the Estuary waterfront a couple blocks from a
very mean-looking Econoline pickup really doesn't look out of place in its industrial
neighborhood, which is all sailmakers, outboard-motor repair shops, and the like. No
property-value damage caused by its beaterosity although how hard would it be to fix the flip-up
headlights? Wait, don't answer that. It's pretty rough, but a nice candidate as it sits for vintage
Cragars, big-block, and Cherry Bombs. I love seeing old cars with defunct dealership stickers
on them. It's always funnier to me anyways when you remeber their lame 80s and 90s
commercials too. The A. Murilee Martin. Share This Story. Get our newsletter Subscribe. Set an
alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools.
Set an Alert? Dealership Showcased. The LTD was a part of This car is in excellent condition.
The interior is in excelle Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a
recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was
garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in
andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth
Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and
accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all
four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet
Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by
an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather
interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our
app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Heads up! Highlighted
items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. Found a bug? Have a question
about Ford LTD wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size
guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims

Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your
criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By
rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by
car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! II [ Ford LTD
4. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels have a center bore that matches exactly
with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J
is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the
offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in mm. Ford LTD 5. Ford LTD
6. Ford LTD 7. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Ford LTD for other model years: Try our
Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your email was
successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add your data and comments Send us
the correct data Other. They had retractable headlights, a die-cast grille, Cruise-O-Matic
automatic transmissions, attractive exterior moldings, and an electric clock. The well-equipped
vehicle was available as a sedan, hardtop sedan or coupe, and a station wagon with seating for
either six- or ten-occupants. The LTD station wagons received simulated woodgrain appliques
on the bodysides. The top trim level on the LTD Series was the Brougham, available as a twoand four-door hardtop and a four-door sedan. The Brougham distinguished themselves by
having more luxurious interiors but retaining the same exterior trim. Of those, 59, were
passenger Country Squire Station Wagons and 39, were the 6-passenger version. Ford's V8
engine options included the , , , , and CID versions. The CID V8 offered horsepower with the
Motorcraft two-barrel carburetor and with the Holley four-barrel carburetor. The CID V8
produced hp with the Motorcraft two-barrel carburetor and hp with the Motorcraft four-barrel
unit. The Super Cobra Jet V8 had horsepower. The had between and horsepower, depending on
the configuration. Production of the Ford LTD began in and continued to , often being fitted with
options normally reserved for the Lincoln and Mercury models. It served as a full-size model
until whe
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n it was downsized, becoming smaller than the LTD II, and for , it became a mid-size car.
Chassis Num: 0B66H It has had two owners since new, power steering and brakes, and factory
air conditioning. It is believed to have under 35, original miles Suggested vehicles Specification
comparison Related news. It made its debut as the highest trim level on the full-size Ford range
under the name Galaxie LTD and became its own series in This affordable luxury vehicle
represented a large cultural shift that would influence design for many years to come. Even
though it was affordable, it was not cheap, selling for an extra 20 above the price of the Galaxie
Additional Profiles. Brougham Hardtop Sedan. Concepts by Ford Similar Automakers. Engine
Specs. Dimension Specs. Lower Priced Cars. Higher Priced Cars. Similar Priced Cars. All rights
reserved. The material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. Vehicle
information, history, And specifications from concept to production.

